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Abstract 

Two-dimensional (2D) materials are a single or a few atoms tick and self-contained 

in plane. Atoms are held together with covalent bond, forming sheets of material. In this 

work, we present an optical technique, called Raman spectroscopy, which can identify and 

characterize different 2D materials, as well as distinguish unambiguously the number of 

layers and composition. The materials under study are graphene, molybdenum disulfide 

(MoS2), molybdenum diselenide (MoSe2), tungsten disulfide (WS2), and tungsten 

diselenide (WSe2). The position, width, and intensity of the Raman bands reveals 

composition and structural information of the crystal. 

Keywords: graphene, transitional metal dichalcogenides, 2D materials, Raman spectroscopy   
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1. Introduction 

1.1. Overview 

Over the past years, advances in modern technology relies in the miniaturization of devices, 

such as thin films, which are reduced to fractions of nanometers to several micrometers 

thickness. Products such as semiconducting lasers or light emitting diodes relies on the 

deposition of thin films to transform materials on functional devices. Nevertheless, the active 

area is permanently attached to a substrate, which serves just as a mechanical support.   

An emerging class of thin films are the two-dimensional (2D) materials. They are a 

single or few atoms thick and self-contained in plane. Atoms are held together with strong 

covalent bond, forming sheets of material. When placed over a bulk surface or another 2D 

material, the interaction is governed by van der Waals forces. Those forces are relatively 

weak, making possible to detach layers from bulk material. 

2D materials act as discrete “building blocks”.  This property suggests the possibility 

of stacking them to create functional materials. Such materials would be designed depending 

on the chemical composition of each layer of material. The most familiar example of a 2D 

material is graphene, and since its exfoliation from graphite, it set in motion an interest in 

atomically thin materials for both fundamental research and device application.  

This dissertation addresses a characterization technique for those building blocks, 

which can vary spatially because of their composition and structure. We present an optical 

tool, which can identify and characterize many different 2D materials, as well as distinguish 

unambiguously the number of layers and composition. In the present chapter, we review the 

current state of art of 2D materials, focusing on graphene and the semiconducting family of 

transition metal dichalcogenides. We will include a summary of their properties as well. The 

direction of this thesis towards 2D materials is presented in the concluding section. 
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1.2. Two-dimensional materials 

Graphene, the subject of the 2010 Nobel Prize in Physics [1], is a single-atom thick layer of 

carbon atoms arranged in a honeycomb lattice (Figure 1.1.a). It is the most studied 2D 

material, and because of its band structure, it is considered a special kind of semimetal with 

extremely high carrier mobility and peculiar electrical transport behavior. Graphene has a 

zero bandgap and a linear energy dispersion relation, which are useful in many parctial 

applications. Although, graphene was the first 2D material to be realized, other materials 

exist in the form of layers.  

Another group of 2D materials is the transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDCs), 

which consist of a MX2 structure, in which M is a transition metal and X is a chalcogen atom. 

In TMDCs, two adjacent sheets of chalcogen atoms are separated by one of transition metal 

atoms (Figure 1.1.b) in a X-M-X configuration, making its building block composed of an 

atomic trilayer structure. TMDCs offers properties that complement those of graphene; they 

display a band gap of the order of 1-2 eV and show electron mobilities comparable to those 

of silicon. Intensive research efforts on TMDCs optoelectronics have started merely 6 years 

ago and have already lead to some exciting and promising new developments. Particularly, 

we focus on the semiconducting transition metal dichalcogenides MoS2, MoSe2, WS2, and 

WSe2 due to their inertness and stability in ambient conditions like graphene.  

 

Figure 1.1: Atomic structure of single layer graphene (a) and single layer MX2. (b). (Adapted from 

[2]). 
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The fundamental physics of single- and few-layer sample was the initial focus of early 

studies of 2D materials. Physical properties of these materials differ from their bulk 

counterpart. In TMDCs, layer-dependent indirect-direct bandgap transition was observed, 

which resulted in bright photoluminescence (PL) from monolayers [3]. PL from bulk crystals, 

on the other hand, was found to be practically absent. In the case of graphite (bulk) and 

graphene (layer), the first is naturally a very brittle compound, and the second is the strongest 

material ever recorded [4]. 

1.3. Producing 2D materials 

The first method used to isolate 2D materials, such as graphene, was the “scotch tape 

method”. It mechanically exfoliates layers (repeated peeling) of higher pyrolytic graphite and 

deposited on an arbitrary substrate, typically on Si/SiO2. This method enables to produce 

high quality samples, but it is limited to small samples of lateral dimensions around 20 μm 

[5]. Even though this method enables high quality samples, it is not scalable and high time 

consuming. 

For viable technological application, it necessary to be able to produce large areas 

samples. Chemical vapor deposition (CVD) is a technique for synthesizing a variety of 2D 

materials of considerable size [6]. This process involves heating a substrate in an insolate 

furnace and a flowing precursor gas, which fall apart and deposits material onto the substrate. 

Proper choice of substrate, temperature, and flow of gas differs from the material that will be 

grow. For example, copper is the ideal growth substrate for graphene [7]. As for TMDCs, the 

process is not as well established as that of graphene, but currents make possible to grow 

TMDCs on wafer scale [8]. 
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Figure 1.2: Ideal graphene (a), showing a perfect lattice. Graphene with a missing atom or 

vacancy (b). Graphene with a different atom, called impurity (c). (Adapted from [9]). 

The structure of 2D materials can contain vacancies or substitutional impurities (see 

Figure 1.2). Those defects on the sample are introduced unintentionally during the process 

of growth when conditions are not ideal. Defects can also be introduced intentionally to 

control the density of free carriers. Surveying the presence of defects on the sample is 

required to evaluate a technique of grow. 

1.4. Outlook 

As mentioned above, unique structural features and compositional variations exist in 2D 

material. It is crucial that we understand the structure and local composition of these materials 

and stablish a relationship between structural features and the properties of the material. 

Hereafter, we present an optical technique for monitoring the defects, grain boundaries, 

number and orientation of layers.  

In chapter 2 we review the theoretical framework corresponding to the physical 

definition of the materials we study; crystal structure and phonon dispersion. Later, in the 

same chapter, we discuss the scattering of photons by phonons. Raman spectroscopy is a 

technique, collects the scattered photons to probe the phonon band structure of materials, 

which change depending on the kind of material and the unique features mentioned above.  
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The methodology of this work is presented in chapter 3. First, we show the methods 

used to produce 2D materials. Later, the technique of characterization, which is an optical set 

up for Raman microspectroscopy.  Finally, the approach used for the data acquisition and its 

handling are presented.   

As for the results of the techniques used, presented in chapter 4, we will see that the 

information given from this approach, helps us to gain an understating of the physical 

structure of the sample studied. Chapter 5 will include a discussion and conclusion of this 

work, as well as its future direction, which are methods of improving the monitoring process 

in time and resolution. This enhance will raise insights about the additional features presented 

in samples from the CVD technique, which are summarized in the same chapter. 
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2. Theoretical framework 

2.1. Survey of Raman scattering 

Raman scattering [10] is the inelastic scattering of the radiation by the vibration of the 

material. When the radiation, or a photon impact on a sample, it creates a time-dependent 

perturbation of the Hamiltonian. This perturbation introduced by a photon of energy ћ𝜔𝐿 is 

known as the electron-radiation interaction and it increases the total energy to 𝐸𝑔 + ћ𝜔𝐿, 

where 𝐸𝑔 is the ground state energy. In general, 𝐸𝑔 + ћ𝜔𝐿 does not correspond to a real state, 

therefore the system is said to be in a virtual level. Classically, this correspond to a forced 

oscillation of the electrons with frequency 𝜔𝐿. The photon leaves this unstable situation and 

we can formally consider as being emitted by the perturbed system, making it to a real state.  

Depending on the initial and final state of this process, it can be further classified (see 

Figure 2.1). When the system returns to its initial state, and the energy of the emitted 

(scattered) photon remains the same as the incident one, it is called Rayleigh scattering or 

elastic scattering. Regardless of the null change, this scattered radiation can give useful 

information [11, 12]. 

 

Figure 2.1 Rayleigh and Raman scattering in resonant and non-resonant condition. The 

Stokes and Anti-Stokes process are shown. (Adapted from [10]). 
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1) This approach, although called quantum, it is considered semiclassical, because we are describing the 

interaction of light with matter in terms of a classical electromagnetism field perturbing a quantum mechanical 

system. 

Raman scattering occurs when the photon loses or gain energy in the interaction 

process, thus making a change in the frequency of the photon of energy ћ𝜔𝑆𝑐. The energy 

loss must correspond to a phonon energy of ћ𝜔𝐿 − ћ𝜔𝑆𝑐 = ћ𝛺, corresponding to the Stokes 

process. The incoming radiation can also gain energy if the photon finds the sample in an 

excited vibrational state, and after the interaction the systems return to its ground state, 

leaving with an increased energy ћ𝜔𝑆𝑐 = ћ𝜔𝐿 + ћ𝛺. This corresponds to the Anti-Stokes 

process. At room temperature, the Stokes process is the most probable [14], since vibrations 

on matter (phonons) are related to the temperature of it. 

Additionally, if 𝐸𝑔 + ћ𝜔𝐿 if correspond to a real state, it will be called resonant 

Raman scattering. Otherwise, it will be called normal or non-resonant Raman scattering. 

When the process is resonant, the intensities are enhanced, because of a greater perturbation 

efficiency. In the quantum mechanical description, this correspond to a vanishing 

denominator in the perturbation theory expression. 

In general, Raman scattering can be described in the framework of classical 

electromagnetism, considering the polarizability of a material in response of an incident 

oscillating electric filed. This description allows to explain the major features of most Raman 

spectra: Stokes and Anti-Stokes processes, Raman lineshape, momentum and energy 

conservation selection rules. However, the classical treatment fails in the quantitative 

description of the Raman intensities and that of the resonance Raman scattering process 

which occurs particularly in graphene. Because of its importance, we limited us to the 

quantum description1 of the Raman process. 

2.1.1. Quantum description of Raman scattering 

Quantum description of Raman scattering response of a material involve the solution of the 

Schrödinger equation with an external field given by a sinusoidal function of time. 

Considering that the external electromagnetic fields are sufficiently weak, the problem can 

be solved by time-dependent perturbation theory. Detailed development can be found in [15].
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For a general scattering process involving an n-phonon process, we have an (𝑛 + 2) 

order matrix of the transition amplitude: 

ℳ = ∑
⟨𝑓|�̂�𝑒𝑟|𝑠𝑛⟩⟨𝑠𝑛|�̂�𝑒𝑝|𝑠𝑛−1⟩ … ⟨𝑠1|�̂�𝑒𝑝|𝑠0⟩⟨𝑠0|�̂�𝑒𝑟|𝑖⟩

(ћ𝜔𝐿 − 𝐸𝑛 + 𝑖𝛤𝑛/2) … (ћ𝜔𝐿 − 𝐸1 + 𝑖𝛤1/2)(ћ𝜔𝐿 − 𝐸0 + 𝑖𝛤0/2)
𝑠0,…,𝑠𝑛

 (2.1) 

with |𝑖⟩ the initial state,  |𝑓⟩ the final state. 𝑠𝑘 𝑘 = 0, 1, 2, … , 𝑛 label the intermediate states 

where no photons are present, but an electron-hole pair is created, and k photons emitted. 𝐸𝑘 

and 𝛤𝑘/ћ are the energies and decay rated of the intermediate states. �̂�𝑒𝑟 and �̂�𝑒𝑝 are the 

Hamiltonian operators describing the interaction of the electron-radiation and electron-

phonon, respectively. The form of those Hamiltonian will be discussed in the next section.  

Given ℳ, one could sum its square over the phonon wavevectors 𝒒 with fixed total 

energy, to obtain the frequency-resolved intensity 𝐼(𝜔): 

𝐼(𝜔𝑆𝑐) ∝ ∫|ℳ|2𝛿(𝛺𝑞1

𝜈1 + ⋯ + 𝛺𝒒𝒏

𝜈𝑛 − 𝜔𝑆𝑐) 𝑑2𝒒𝟏 … 𝑑2𝒒𝒏 (2.2) 

where 𝒒𝟏, … , 𝒒𝒏 are the wave vectors of the emitted phonons, 𝜈1, … , 𝜈𝑛 their branch labels, 

and 𝛺𝒒𝟏

𝜈1 , … , 𝛺𝒒𝒏

𝜈𝑛 are their frequencies. For dispersionless undamped phonons, 𝛺 
𝜈 , the shape 

of the n-phonon peak is ∝ 𝛿(𝑛𝛺 
𝜈 − 𝜔𝑆𝑐) with zero width, infinite height, but well-defined 

area. If the phonons can decay due to anharmonicity [16] or electron-phonon coupling [17], 

the peak is broadened into a Lorentzian, but the area is preserved. If phonon have a weak 

dispersion, then states with different momenta contribute at slightly different frequencies, 

resulting in an overall shift and non-trivial peak shape, frequency integration across the peak 

means counting all phonon states. This is written as: 

𝐴 = ∫ 𝐼(𝜔𝑆𝑐)𝑑𝜔𝑆𝑐

 

𝜔𝑆𝑐 ∈ peak

∝ ∫|ℳ|2 𝑑2𝒒𝟏 … 𝑑2𝒒𝒏 . (2.3) 
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2) The Born-Oppenheimer approximation, also known as adiabatic approximation, neglects the motion of the 

atomic nuclei when describing the electrons in a material. The physical basis for this is the fact that the mass of 

an atomic nucleus is much larger than the mass of the electron. 

 

2.1.2. Electron-radiation interaction 

The electron-radiation term �̂�𝑒𝑟 can be obtained from the quantum mechanical Hamiltonian 

describing the motion of a charge −𝑒 in an external electromagnetic field, given by: 

𝐻 =
1

2𝑚
(𝒑 − 𝑒𝑨)2 + 𝑉(𝒓) , (2.4) 

where 𝑚 and 𝑒 are the electron mass and charge, 𝒑, 𝑨, and 𝑉(𝒓) are the momentum, vector 

potential and crystal potential. In the Coulomb gauge, equation 2.4 becomes  

𝐻 = [
𝑝2

2𝑚
+ 𝑉(𝒓)] −

𝑒

𝑚
𝒑 ∙ 𝑨 +

𝑒2

2𝑚
𝐴2 . (2.5) 

The term in brackets gives the Hamiltonian for an electron in the potential 𝑉(𝒓). 

Additionally, in the weak field approximation, the 𝐴2 term can be neglected. The electron-

radiation interaction is given by the extra term as 

𝐻𝑒𝑟 = −
𝑒

𝑚
𝒑 ∙ 𝑨 . (2.6) 

For light scattering by a crystal, the wavelength of the electromagnetic radiation is 

much larger than the dimensions of the unit cell. Also, an electron basis wavefunction 𝜑(𝒓) 

is localized around the position of an atom 𝒓0. Considering monochromatic plane waves 

(𝑨(𝒓, 𝑡) ∝ 𝑒𝑖𝒌∙𝒓), the interaction Hamiltonian can be considered within the dipole 

approximation, which is represented by  

𝐻𝑒𝑟 = −𝑒𝒓 ∙ 𝑬(𝒓𝟎, 𝑡) (2.7) 

2.1.3. Electron-phonon interaction  

With the Born-Oppenheimer approximation2, we can decompose the Hamiltonian of a crystal 

in three terms: 

�̂�𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑙 = �̂�𝑝 + �̂�𝑒 + �̂�𝑒𝑝 (2.7) 
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where �̂�𝑝 is the Hamiltonian describing the ionic motion under the influence of the ionic 

potentials plus the time-averaged adiabatic electronic potentials. �̂�𝑒 is the Hamiltonian for 

the electrons with the ions frozen in equilibrium position, and �̂�𝑒𝑝 describes the change in 

the electronic energy as a result of the displacements of the ions from their equilibrium 

position. �̂�𝑒𝑝 is known as the electron-phonon interaction and is responsible for the electrical 

resistance in reasonably pure semiconductors at room temperature. 

 Within the spirit of the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, we assume that the 

electrons can respond instantaneously to the ionic motion so that the electron-phonon 

interaction Hamiltonian can be expressed as a series around its equilibrium position 𝑹𝑗0 of 

the electronic Hamiltonian �̂�𝑒:  

�̂�𝑒𝑝 = ∑ (
𝜕�̂�𝑒

𝜕𝑹𝑗
)|

𝑹𝑗0

∙ 𝛿𝑹𝑗

𝑗

+ ⋯ (2.8) 

Usually, the electronic Hamiltonian is not known, and therefore approximations are needed 

to calculate the electron-phonon interaction. If the electronic energies of a non-degenerate 

band 𝐸𝑛𝒌 (where 𝑛 is the band index and 𝒌 the wave vector) are known so that the expectation 

value of (𝜕�̂�𝑒/𝜕𝑹𝑗) can be approximated by 

(
𝜕�̂�𝑒

𝜕𝑹𝑗
)|

𝑅𝑗0

∙ 𝛿𝑹𝑗 ≈ (
𝜕𝐸𝑛𝑘

𝜕𝑹𝑗
)|

𝑹𝑗0

∙ 𝛿𝑹𝑗 . (2.8) 

The constant (𝜕𝐸𝑛𝑘/𝜕𝑹𝑗) represents simply the shift of the electronic band energy caused 

by a static displacement of the atoms. Those displacements can correspond to a deformation 

of the crystal which will change the electronic energies; the parameters which describe these 

changes in the electronic energies induced by static distortions of the lattice are known as 

deformation potentials.
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2.1.4. Raman selection rules 

If 𝒌𝐿 and 𝜔𝐿 = 𝑐𝑘𝐿 are the wave vector and frequency of the incoming photon, 𝒌𝑆𝑐 and 

𝜔𝑆𝑐 = 𝑐𝑘𝑆𝑐 those of the scattered photon, with 𝑐 being the speed of light, then energy and 

momentum conservation give: 

𝜔𝐿 = 𝜔𝑆𝑐 ± 𝛺𝒒 

𝜈  , 

𝒌𝐿 = 𝒌𝑆𝑐 ± 𝒒 . 

(2.9) 

(2.10) 

When a phonon is created (‘‘+’’), it belongs to the Stokes process, and in the Anti-Stokes 

process is annihilated (‘‘-’’). Typical Raman experiments are conducted in the visible range 

of spectrum corresponding to (400-600 nm). Since the lattice parameter, 𝑎, is of the order 0.1 

nm, 𝑘𝐿 , 𝑘𝑆𝑐 ≪ 𝜋/𝑎, the magnitude of a zone boundary wavevector. From (2.9) and (2.10), 

𝑞 ≪  𝜋/𝑎, i.e. only phonon with 𝒒 ≈ 0 are measured in first-order scattering (1-phonon 

process). This is the fundamental Raman selection rule. Phonon momentum with 𝒒 ≠ 0, will 

become important in defect-induced or higher-order Raman scattering processes. The order 

of the Raman process is given by the number of scattering events that are involved in the 

Raman process 

 However, in the case of a 2-phonon process (second-order), the emission of two 

phonon with opposite wavevectors can always satisfy the fundamental selection rule: 𝒒 +

(−𝒒) = 0. For two different phonons, the peaks are referred as the combination of modes. If 

the two phonons are identical, the resultant is called an overtone. Since each individual 

phonon has no restriction of the individual phonon wavevector as there is in the 1-phonon 

process, all phonon may contribute to a multi-phonon process.  

The overtone Raman spectrum, after dividing the Raman frequency by two, is a 

measure of the phonon density of states (PDOS), modified by a factor dependent of the 

phonon occupancy and scattering efficiency. Second-order Raman scattering is usually much 

weaker than first-order scattering (third-order being weaker than second-order, and so on), 

but will be resonantly enhanced by the interband transition of a semiconductor. This 

enhancement makes it possible to detect the phonons with 𝒒 ≠ 0 [18].
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3) The Brillouin zone is an abstract concept. This zone exists in a space defined by the wave vectors and the 

energy of the electron. 

2.1.5. Symmetry selection rules 

The symmetry selection rules result from the conditions to get a not vanish value of the matrix 

elements between some interaction Hamiltonian 𝐻′ that coupled two states |𝛼⟩ and |𝛽⟩: if 

𝐻′|𝛽⟩: is orthogonal to|𝛼⟩:, then the matrix element ⟨𝛼|𝐻′|𝛽⟩ vanishes. Group theory allows 

to evaluate whether the matrix elements vanishes or not. The process is as follows: first we 

identify the Irreducible Representations (IRs) for 𝐻′, |𝛼⟩ and |𝛽⟩. Then we multiply the 

characters of 𝐻′ and |𝛽⟩ IR. The multiplication result will be described by a linear 

combination of characters coming from different IRs of the group. If this linear combination 

contains the IRs corresponding to the |𝛼⟩ states, then the matrix element is non-vanishing. 

2.2. Raman spectroscopy of graphene 

2.2.1. Crystal structure of graphene 

A hexagonal lattice of sp2-hybridized carbon atoms is the fundamental crystal structure of 

graphene. Modeled with planar structure based on a unit cell of two carbon atoms A and B, 

and primitive lattice vectors given by 

𝒂𝟏 = 𝑎 (
√3

2
,
1

2
, 0)              𝒂𝟐 = 𝑎 (

√3

2
, −

1

2
, 0) (2.11) 

where 𝑎 = 0.1421 𝑛𝑚 is the carbon-carbon, or nearest-neighbor distance. These primitive 

vectors are shown in Figure 2.1.a and they serve to localize all carbon atoms of the crystal 

structure. In the reciprocal lattice, the primitive vectors are given by 

𝒃𝟏 =
2𝜋

√3𝑎
(1, √3, 0)              𝒃𝟐 =

2𝜋

√3𝑎
(1, −√3, 0) . (2.12) 

The three high symmetry points of the Brillouin zone3, Γ, K and M are the center, the corner, 

and the center of the edge of the hexagon, respectively, as shown in Figure 2.1.b. Other high 

symmetry points or lines are along ΓK (named T), KM (named T′) and ΓM (named Σ). The 

groups for wavefunction at the 𝑘 point in the Brillouin zone are usually named the group of 

the wave vector.
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Figure 2.2 Top view of the real space unit cell of monolayer graphene (a). The reciprocal 

space unit cell showing the 1st Brillouin zone with its high symmetry points and lines (b). 

(Adapted from [19]). 

Monolayer graphene is an isotropic planar medium described by the 2D space group  

𝑃6/𝑚𝑚. The main symmetry operation distinguishing the point group between even and odd 

number of layers (N = 1, 2, 3, …) is the horizontal mirror plane symmetry, which is absent 

for N odd. The space group, and the group of the wave vector for all the high symmetry points 

and lines for monolayer graphene, even and odd layers (N > 1), and for graphite in the large 

N limit are listed in Table 2.1. The point 𝑢 have no special symmetry operations. The group 

of the wave vector for N-layers graphene are subgroups of the one for single-layer graphene. 

Table 2.1 The space group and the group of the wave vector point for monolayer, N-layer 

graphene and graphite at all high symmetry points. (Adapted from [19]) 

 Γ K(K’) M T(T’) Σ u 

Monolayer 𝐷6ℎ 𝐷3ℎ 𝐷2ℎ 𝐶2𝜈 𝐶2𝜈 𝐶1ℎ 

N even 𝐷3𝑑 𝐷3 𝐶2ℎ 𝐶2 𝐶1𝜈 𝐶1 

N odd 𝐷3ℎ 𝐶3ℎ 𝐶2𝜈 𝐶1ℎ 𝐶2𝜈 𝐶1ℎ 

N infinite 𝐷6ℎ 𝐷3ℎ 𝐷2ℎ 𝐶2𝜈 𝐶2𝜈 𝐶1ℎ 
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2.2.2. Electrons in graphene 

In the case of graphene, the conduction and valence bands meet at the K point (see Figure 

2.3a), making a linear dispersion around this point for the energy of the electrons. Its 

contribution comes mostly, as shown by a density of states (DOS) from the electrons in the 

pz orbitals, as shown in Figure 2.3b. It is in fact, this pz electron that gives graphene its 

excellent properties. 

 
Figure 2.3 (a) Electronic band structure (π electrons) and (b) its density of states showing 

the orbital contributions. (Adapted from [19] and [20], respectively). 

When joining graphene sheets to form a bilayer or a trilayer graphene with the Bernal 

stacking structure (AB for bilayer, ABA for trilayer, and so on), the unit cell will be formed 

by four and six atoms, respectively. Therefore, the bands will split into symmetric and 

antisymmetric combinations of graphene electronic states. Figure 2.4 shows the electronic 

dispersion of the π electrons for monolayer, bilayer, and trilayer graphene. All the bands 

show the elements of the IR of the wavevector point group.  
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Figure 2.4 The electronic dispersion for the π electrons, calculated by density functional 

theory and using the irreducible representations (Γπ) are shown for (a) monolayer, (b) 

bilayer, and (c) trilayer graphene along the KΓMK directions. (Adapted from [19]). 

Light absorption up to 3 eV occurs mostly along the T, T’ lines. There is some 

absorption at general points near the K(K’) point in the case of graphene [19]. The allowed 

processes for the electron-phonon scattering for single, bilayer, and trilayer graphene are 

shown in Figure 2.5. Knowing the symmetries of these bands, we can know the possible 

transitions. Bilayer graphene contain four electronic bands along the T line, while trilayer 

graphene have six of them around the same line. The number of possible transition will be 

four for the bilayer and five for the trilayer. A detailed group theory analysis of the electrons 

in graphene can be found in [21].  

 
Figure 2.5 (a,b) Schematic electron dispersion of bilayer graphene along the KΓ direction 

showing the possible transition induced by (a) a photon with T2 symmetry and (b) a T1 

photon. (c) The electronic dispersion of trilayer graphene showing the five possible 

transitions by light absorption. (Adapted from [19]). 
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2.2.3. Phonons in graphene 

There are six branches in the phonon dispersion relations 𝜔(𝒒) because the crystal has a unit 

cell with two distinct atoms sites. Three are acoustic branches (A) and the other three are 

optic (O) phonon branches. For one acoustic branch (A) and one optic (O) phonon branch, 

the atomic vibrations are perpendicular to the graphene plane, and they correspond to the out-

of- plane (Z) phonon modes. For two acoustic and two optic phonon branches, the vibrations 

are in-plane. Also, the phonon modes are classified as longitudinal (L) or transverse (T) 

according to vibrations parallel with or perpendicular to the plane. The phonon dispersion of 

monolayer graphene can be calculated by density functional theory within the local density 

approximation [19]. 

 

Figure 2.6 Calculated phonon dispersion relation of graphene showing the LO, TO, TO, 

LA, TA and ZA phonon branches. The point group of the point  𝛤 are also show (Adapted 

from [22]). 

The eigenvectors in graphene, which represent the movement of the atoms in the 

crystal, consist of three translations of the crystal along 𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧, which have no restoring force, 
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making them phonons with zero frequency (LA, TA and ZA). The rest are vibrational modes, 

as shown in Figure 2.7. A very small splitting of the branches of monolayer is expected with 

increasing the number of layers because of increasing atoms in the unit cell. This split is 

small because the van der Waals interlayer interaction is weak [19]. 

 
 

Figure 2.7 Graphic representation of the atomic motion of the atoms for each mode. 

(Adapted from [22]). 

 

Although there are three optical modes at the 𝛤 point, two are degenerate and one is 

not Raman-active (𝐵2𝑔 mode). The first-order Raman spectra is therefore composed of a 

single band, which is double degenerate at the 𝛤 point with 𝐸2𝑔
  symmetry. The first-order 

Raman-active modes for N layer graphene (N > 1) are: 

𝛤𝑅𝑎𝑚𝑎𝑛 = 𝑁(𝐸𝑔 + 𝐴1𝑔), for N even  

𝛤𝑅𝑎𝑚𝑎𝑛 = 𝑁𝐸′ + (𝑁 − 1)(𝐸′′ + 𝐴′1), for N odd. (2.13) 

As mention in section 2.2.1, the Raman-active modes show symmetry variation depending 

on the number of layers. 

2.2.4. Main bands in Raman spectra of graphene 

The normal notation to assign each band in Raman scattering is by naming it as their point 

group symmetry. The first notation used to describe the bands in the Raman spectra of 

graphene were the G band (first-order band) and the G´ (second order band). This notation 

causes a lack of a precise physical meaning; thus, we will be using the representation of the 

point group notation for bands originating from 1-phonon process (Γ point). For higher-order 

bands, the notation of their phonon branch contribution around certain point in the Brillouin 

zone is used. 
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E2g band 

This band is a 1-phonon process that appears at ~1585 cm-1 and it is related to the in-

plane motions of the C-C bond stretching modes (see Figure 2.7). Due to the strong bonding 

and small mass of the carbon atoms, this band has a relatively high Raman frequency. It is 

associated with the doubly degenerate phonon modes TO and LO at the Γ point. This is since 

the hexagonal symmetry of the graphene structure allows a non-dependence on the vibration 

direction in the xy-plane. In the old notation this band is, is referred as the G band (from 

Graphite). 

This band is sensitive to strain, external charges, and doping. When graphene is 

uniaxially strained, the degeneracy is broken (the hexagonal symmetry is broken), making 

this band split in two bands (𝐸2𝑔
+  and 𝐸2𝑔

− ), associated with vibrations parallel and 

perpendicular to the strain direction [19]. The presence of external charges and doping cause 

a change in position and line width, making possible to characterize these external factors in 

the sample [23]. 

Increasing the number of layers of graphene change the point group symmetry and its 

representation. Nonetheless, in all bibliography, despite this change in symmetry, the band 

is still called as in the point group of the building block (monolayer graphene). We will use 

this convention as well to make more convenient and save notation for the evolution of this 

band while increasing the thickness.  

2TO(K) Band 

In early studies, the only bands seen in sp2 carbon materials were the 𝐸2𝑔
  band and 

another around ~2700 cm-1. This band was called G’ (also from Graphite) in the old notation, 

but as mention above, we will call it 2TO(K) band. It is associated with two phonons of the 

TO band around K, making a intervalley scattering from K to K’. It a second-order 2-phonon 

process and its exhibits a frequency dependence on the laser excitation energy.  
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Figure 2.8 Raman processes for the 2TO(K) band. Blue lines denote excitation, red line 

denote photon emission, and doted lines represent the wave vector of a phonon with certain 

energy. Triple resonance condition (a) and double resonance condition (b, c) are displayed 

Adapted from [23] 
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4) There are three process that make the factors in (2.1) vanish. One from the excitation, another from its 

emission, and from the phonons. 

 

For 2-phonon processes, the fundamental selection rule can be obeyed by any pair of phonons 

with opposite wavevectors. Since the graphene electronic energy band does not have a gap, 

the wave vector for any laser satisfies the resonance condition (see section 2.1). Additionally, 

depending on the number of vanishing factors in the denominator of (2.1), the process can be 

classified as double or triple resonant4 (see Figure 2.8). The high intensity of this peak 

compared to the first-order peak was attributed to this effect [19]. 

 

Figure 2.9 2TO(K) band of few-layers graphene with 2 different stacking orders under 5 

different excitation energies. The intensity is normalized to the E2g band intensity for each 

spectrum. (Adapted from [24]). 
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5) Even though this is a 1-phonon process, a defect acts as the second phonon. If the density of defects is not 

high, their effect on the wave functions can be treated perturbatively. This mean introducing more intermediate 

states in (2.1) as ⟨𝑠𝑛|�̂�𝑑𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑐𝑡|𝑠𝑛−1⟩. 

 The electronic band of graphene, in accordance with section 2.2.2, evolves with the 

number of layers. In fact, a further distinction for the trilayer was made in [25], due to 

different stacking orders; ABA (Bernal stacking) and ABC (rhombohedral stacking). A 

dissimilarity on the Raman spectrum of graphene was reported in [24] due to this change in 

electron bands. The shape of the band is seen in Figure 2.9 while increasing the number of 

layers, and the distinction of the band for each stacking order in the trilayer graphene is also 

shown. 

Disorder induced bands 

The effect of breaking translational symmetry modifies momentum conservation 

rules, i.e., the fundamental rule for 1-phonon process. Lattice distortions from disorder could 

also lead to breakdown of other symmetry-based selection rules, activating 𝒒 = 0 phonons 

that are forbidden by symmetry of the unperturbed crystal structure. Generally, the effect of 

disorder of crystalline materials is a broadening of the Raman-allowed peak, the observation 

of new features related to symmetry forbidden scattering processes and, when the disorder is 

high, the phonon-density-of-states like spectra is observed.   

When graphene is bombarded by a dose of ions, point defects are formed and the 

Raman spectra of this disordered structure exhibit two new features at ~1345 cm-1 and ~1625 

cm-1. Those new features have been called D and D’ bands, respectively, from disorder. If 

we continue to use the notation proposed for the bands, those band will be called TO(K) and 

LO(Γ), respetively5. These bands are also dispersive. The sharpness depends on the quantity 

of disorder of the sample. 

The processes for these bands are shown in Figure 2.10. The TO(K) band correspond 

to intervalley scattering, and the LO(Γ) band to intravalley scattering. Intravalley scattering 

means that the processes connect two points belonging to the same states around K. This 

distinction of scattering is important because at the edges of the sample, which can be viewed 

as extended defects (it break translational symmetry), the LO(Γ) band can still occur due to 

the that phonon/defect vectors occur in the same valley. The symmetry of those borders 

depends whether the TO(K) band is activated or not [23].  
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Figure 2.10 Raman processes for the TO(K) band (a, b) and LO(Γ) band (c, d). Double 

resonance condition is displayed in all processes. Blue lines denote excitation, red line 

denote photon emission, and doted lines represent the wave vector of a phonon with certain 

energy. The defects are displayed as horizontal doted lines. (Adapted from [23]). 

 

Other higher order bands 

 In addition to the 1-phonon defect-assisted process which gives rise to the TO(K) and 

LO(Γ) bands, a two-phonon defect-assisted processes can occur. This cause the so-called 

TO(K)+LA(K) band (~2450 cm-1), making it a combination band.  Furthermore, a two-

phonon defect-free process leads to the 2LO(Γ) band (~3250 cm-1), which is an overtone of 

the LO(Γ) band. These processes are shown in Figure 2.11. The combination band is due to 

intervalley scattering (Figure 2.11a) and the overtone band is   due to intravalley scattering.
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Figure 2.11 Raman processes for the TO(K)+LA(K) band (a) and 2LO(Γ) band (b). 

Double resonance condition is displayed in all processes. Blue lines denote excitation, red 

line denote photon emission, and doted lines represent the wave vector of a phonon with 

certain energy. The defects are displayed as horizontal doted lines. (Adapted from [23]). 

2.3. Raman spectroscopy of 2D TMDCs  

2.3.1. Crystal structure of 2D TMDCs 

The family of 2D TMDCs is composed of two adjacent sheets of chalcogen atoms that are 

separated by a sheet of transition metal atoms in a X-M-X configuration, making the 

monolayer an atomic trilayer structure. The intralayer M-X bonds are predominantly covalent 

in nature. The difference in the stacking order gives rise to different polytypes. For the 

semiconductor family used in this thesis (M = Mo, W and X= S, Se), the polytype under 

study is the trigonal prismatic (1H or AbA coordination, where upper cases represents the 

chalcogen atoms and lower cases represents the metal atoms), as shown in Figure 2.12a.  

The unit cell of single layer MX2 consists of three atoms, one metal atom M and two 

chalcogenide atoms X as seen in Figure 2.12b. Its primitive lattice vectors (see Figure 2.12c) 

are given by 

𝒂𝟏 = 𝑎 (
√3

2
,
1

2
, 0)              𝒂𝟐 = 𝑎 (

√3

2
, −

1

2
, 0) , (2.11) 

where the 𝑎 value is around 0.316 𝑛𝑚 and 0.33 𝑛𝑚, depending on the material. Likewise, 

the reciprocal lattice vectors are written as  
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The high symmetry points of the Brillouin zone are displayed in Figure 2.12d. It has the same 

reciprocal lattice and high symmetry points as in graphene. 

 

Figure 2.12 (a) Transition metal atom coordination for trigonal prismatic polytype. The 

blue spheres represent transition metal atoms and orange ones, chalcogen atoms. (b) Top 

view of 2D TMDCs with its unit cell marked in the black rhombus. (c) Top view of 2D 

TMDCs with its primitive unit vectors. (Adapted from [25]). 

When the number of layers is odd or even, the space group of the wave vectors at 

each high-symmetry point or line is defined with different symmetries. The group is like the 

one found for N-layers graphene, however, the monolayer case of TMDCs lacks inversion 

symmetry, and therefore belongs to the same space as that for other N-odd layers. Table 2.2 

shows the group of the wave vector for different high symmetry points and lines within the 

Brillouin zone. 

 

 

𝒃𝟏 =
2𝜋

𝑎
(

√3

3
, 1,0)              𝒃𝟐 =

2𝜋

𝑎
(−

√3

3
, 1,0) . (2.12) 
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Table 2.2 The space group and the group of the wave vector for N-layer TMDCs and bulk 

TMDCs at all high symmetry points. (Adapted from [25]). 

 Space group Γ K(K’) M T(T’) Σ u 

N odd 𝑃6̅𝑚2 𝐷3ℎ
1  𝐶3ℎ

1  𝐶2𝜈
14 𝐶𝑠

1 𝐶2𝜈
14 𝐶1

1 

N even 𝑃3̅𝑚1 𝐷3𝑑
3  𝐷3

2 𝐶2ℎ
3  𝐶2

3 𝐶𝑠
3 𝐶1

1 

N infinite 𝑃63/𝑚𝑚𝑐 𝐷6ℎ
4  𝐷3ℎ

4  𝐷2ℎ
17 𝐶2𝜈

16 𝐶2𝜈
14 𝐶𝑠

1 

2.3.2. Electrons in 2D TMDCs 

The electron energy dispersion of monolayer and few-layers TMDCs has been investigated 

both experimentally and using first-principles calculations. The most interesting property of 

2D TMDCs is its strong photoluminescence (PL) due to its direct-band gap in the monolayer 

(1L-MX2) [26]. This bandgap opening from its bulk counterpart is associated with quantum 

confinement [27]. 

For TMDCs, the atoms are heavy, and the outer electrons states are d orbitals that 

have a strong spin-orbit coupling (SOC). This coupling removes the degeneracy in both the 

conduction and valence band, making an energy splitting between spin up and spin down 

states. Table 2.3 shows the theoretical energy of the spin-orbit coupling. 

Table 2.3 Theoretical energy of the spin-orbit coupling of MoS2, MoSe2, WS2, and WSe2. 

(Adapted from [28] and [29]) 

MX2 Valence band splitting (eV) Conduction band splitting (eV) 

MoS2 0.148 0.003 

WS2 0.430 0.026 

MoSe2 0.184 0.007 

WSe2 0.466 0.038 

Contrary to what happens in graphene, the valence and conduction bands of 2D 

TMDCs present a very rich orbital contribution (see Figure 2.13). Electronic states near the 

conduction band (CB) minimum and valence band (VB) maximum contributed mainly from 

d orbitals (yellow) of the M atom and the p orbitals (green) of the X atom. 
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Figure 2.13 Electronic band structure without SOC of (a) MoS2 and (b) WS2 with its density 

of states. The energy of the band gap is displayed in both cases. (Adapted from [30]). 

In the monolayers of TMDCs, the CB maximum and VB minimum are both located 

in the corners of the first Brillouin zone, which correspond to the K(K’) points. The CB also 

has a local minimum at the low symmetry Q point (between Γ and K), while the VB has a 

local maximum at the Γ point. These points are close in energy to the CB maximum and VB 

minimum around K. In certain cases, these local extrema may become global extrema [27].  
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Figure 2.14 Electronic band structure with SOC of (a) monolayer, and (b) bilayer MoS2, 

MoSe2, WS2, and WSe2. Direct to indirect transition is displayed. (Adapted from [27]). 

 

 For bilayers of TMDCs, in the case of MoS2, MoSe2, WS2, and WSe2, the stacking 

symmetry is called 2Hc (/CaC AcA/ stacking) [31]. The direct bandgap to indirect bandgap 

transformation (see Figure 2.14) is consequence of the interlayer interaction [27]. The 

splitting of points Γ and Q in the valence band are notably larger than at the K point of the 

VB. At the same time, at the K point of the CB, there is no visible splitting from the interlayer 

interaction. This is due to the 2Hc symmetry of the bilayer lattice [27]. 

2.3.3. Phonons in 2D TMDCs 

The phonon dispersion of monolayer MX2 (1L-MX2) has three acoustic and six optical 

branches inherited from the nine vibrational modes at the Γ point. The three acoustic branches 

are the in-plane longitudinal acoustic (LA), the transverse acoustic (TA), and the out-of-plane 

acoustic (ZA) modes. The six optical branches are two in-plane longitudinal optical (LO1 and 

LO2), two in-plane transverse optical (TO1 and TO2), and two out-of-plane optical (ZO1 and 

ZO2) branches. The same features are observed for each material of the TMDs as seen Figure 

2.15 and Figure 2.16. Each phonon band are shifted in frequency because of difference in 

mass of the atoms used [32].  
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Figure 2.15 Phonon for 1L-MoS2 showing the optical and acoustic branches. (Adapted 

from [32]).  

 

 

Figure 2.16 Phonon dispersions for (a) 1L-WS2, (b) 1L-MoSe2 and (c) 1L-WSe2. (Adapted 

from [32]). 
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The vibrational modes responsible for the non-translational of the crystal modes are 

represented in Figure 2.17. The Raman-active modes for first-order Raman scattering in 

TMDCs also depends on the number of layers since the high-symmetry Γ point have different 

group of wave vector. Those modes are: 

𝛤𝑅𝑎𝑚𝑎𝑛 =
(3𝑁−1)

2
(𝐸′ + 𝐸′′ + 𝐴′

1), for N odd,  

𝛤𝑅𝑎𝑚𝑎𝑛 =
3𝑁

2
(𝐸𝑔 + 𝐴1𝑔), for N even. (2.13) 

2.3.4. Main bands in Raman spectra of 2D TMDCs 

Following the notation mentioned in 2.2.4, we will call the first-order bands (1-phonon 

process) by the modes in the Γ point. Higher-order will be called by the contribution of the 

phonon branches around a specific point. These multiphonon processes will be relatively 

weak compared to the first-order bands if the process is not resonant. To be resonant, the 

excitation energy must match the gap between the VB and CB. This gap lies between 1.52-

2.28 eV, depending on the material. Because of this dependence of the excitation energy, the 

Raman spectroscopy of 2D TMDCs is not well established as in graphene. We will, however, 

review the existing results. 

𝑨𝟏
′  and 𝑬′ band 

These band follows the normal notation of its point group. In most literatures, although the 

point group notation changes with the number of layers, the same notation for the monolayer 

is used. In fact, early studies of Raman spectroscopy of 2D TMDCs, the point group of the 

 

Figure 2.17 Graphic representation of the atomic motion of the metal (M) and chalcogens 

(X) atoms for each mode. (Adapted from [32]). 
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bulk TMDCs was used to name this band. These band are related to the out-of-plane (𝐴1
′  

band) and in-plane (𝐸′ band) motion of the atoms. 

 Main findings on both bands was that the 𝐸′ mode is red shifted, and the 𝐴1
′  mode is 

blue shifted with increasing the number of layers. This makes the vibration softened and 

stiffened, respectively. The difference in the position and intensities of both peaks in the 

Raman spectrum was proposed as an efficient method to identify the thickness of the 

material. Moreover, the intensity of these bands depends on the energy used as excitation, 

because unlike graphene, not all photon energies used are resonant. 

Disorder induced bands 

As well as in graphene, one might expect new features in the Raman spectrum of 2D TMDCs 

upon creating disorder in the sample by any mean (bombardment of ions, for example). It 

was reported many years ago that disorder-induced Raman bands also appear in the spectrum 

of MoS2 and WS2 films [33]. Recent studies have also observed these new features in form 

of additional peaks [34].  

These bands involve phonons of other branches within the interior of the Brillouin 

zone and their frequencies correspond to the frequencies of the phonon of the LA branch at 

the M or K point. Therefore, we call this disorder-induced feature as the LA(M/K) band. 

Both notations are used depending on the author, meaning that this band has been not well 

established. 

Other higher order bands 

A detailed study of higher order bands in 2D TMDCs can be found for MoS2, WS2, 

and WSe2 in [32] and in [36] for MoSe2. Here we will focus on the most intense second-order 

band, which involves a 2-phonon process of the LA branch with opposite wavevector, 

making it possible to meet the fundamental selection rule of Raman scattering. This band is 

called the 2LA(M/K) band. Intriguingly, this band does not have a dispersion behavior like 

the G’ band in graphene with the excitation source but for certain energies, its intensity is 

higher than the first-order bands (see Figure 2.18 for the case of MoS2). 
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Figure 2.18 Dependence of the bands of MoS2 on the laser energies. The 2LA band was 

assigned for the M point in this case. (Adapted from [22]). 

Over the years, nonetheless, Raman spectroscopy techniques have been improved, 

making possible to obtain a better resolution of the Raman spectra. In recent work [34], it 

was demonstrated that the 2LA(M/K) band was composed by several peaks in the case of 

monolayer. The assignation of higher-order bands in 2D TMDCs are still lacking because 

different authors use different assignations. Double resonance mechanisms have been 

proposed to explain this [22]. 
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3. Methodology 

In this chapter, the methods used to study of the scattered radiation explained in chapter 2 

will be reviewed. The preparation of the samples will be explained as well as the setup used 

for the manipulation of the incident and scattered light. The results obtained using this 

approach will be presented in the next chapter. 

3.1. Sample 

The most common approach to exfoliate graphene from graphite is the scotch tape method 

(see Figure 3.1). Initially, commercial highly ordered pyrolytic graphite (2SPI supplies) and 

TMDCs crystals (2D Semiconductors) are separated in single to few-layers by means of 

micromechanical cleavage. - Because the surface energy of TMDCs (65-120 mJ/m2 [35]) are 

similar to the surface energy of graphene (65-120 mJ/m2 [36]), it makes them possible to 

cleavage in the same approach. 

Single layer graphene absorbs only 2.3% of the visible light. This make difficult to 

identify areas of single- or few-layers graphene. However, it was show that if silicon with 

appropriate oxide thickness is used as substrate, the contrast is increased by means of 

interference effects [37]. With this, is possible to making it visible by eye using an optical 

microscope. This fact allows a rapid identification of layers. A higher contrast is observed 

for TMDCs with certain thickness of oxide [38], since a single layer of TMDCs can absorb 

up to 20% of light [39]. 

Commercial Si wafers with an SiO2 thick around 290 nm (for graphene) and 90 nm 

(for TMDCs) were cut in small squares of around 10 mm, which were used for substrate. 

This substrate was previously cleaned with ultrasonic cleaning and plasma cleaning 

equipment. Baths of acetone, isopropyl alcohol, and water were used in the ultrasonic 

cleaning (~50 kHz) for 5 minutes each.  As for the plasma cleaning, the substrates were 

placed in vacuum chamber that was later injected with O2 at 2 atm. Microwave radiation 

were used to spark the plasma of the chamber for 30 seconds. 
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After the substrate is thoroughly cleaned, the exfoliated crystals were deposited as 

follows; sticky side of scotch tape is placed on the bulk crystal (Figure 3.1a), then it is 

removed from the crystal and layers of material are stuck in the tape (Figure 3.1b). The sticky 

side of the tape with the material is placed on a substrate (Figure 3.1c) and it is baked at 100 

°C for 2 minutes at 1 atm. The tape is removed, in a fast move, leaving layers on the substrate 

(Figure 3.1d). Residues of the tape can be seen on the sample. 

 

Figure 3.1 Scotch tape method. (Adapted from [1]). 

In order to localize the few-layers of material, the sample is illuminated by a halogen 

lamp (Model ACE from SCHOTT) with a flexible optic fiber (model A08026 from 

SCHOTT). The image is displayed in PC1 with help of the software NOVA NT-MDT with 

a camera (model STC-MC83USB from SENTECH). An objective of 10x is initially used for 

a faster localization of a possible zone of interest (Figure 3.2a), then an objective of 100x is 

used to verify if this zone has few-layers of material (Figure 3.2b). The sample is placed on 

a xy manual positioner (model NTEGRA Spectra II from NT-MDT). 
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Figure 3.2 Image of the sample with an objective of 10x (a) and 100x (b). The setup for 

capturing the image also shown (c). 

 To see the sample, the white light (WL) goes through the optic fiber (brown line) and 

the objective (OBJ) to illuminate the sample. The light reflects to the camera (CAM), which 

is in the same line of the white light (see Figure 3.2c) and captures the image in PC1. Note 

that if the laser is on, it hits the first mirror (M1), then on the single-notch filer (SNF), which 

for now we consider it a mirror, and finally in the back of the second mirror (M2).  

The mirror M2 can be moved in two configurations: to allow the laser to hit the 

sample or to allow the white light to hit the sample, then the camera. In the second case, the 

mirror transmits a small fraction of the laser intensity which reaches the camera and allows 

to precisely locate the excitation position over the sample. In this work, we were able to 

localize two zones with few-layers made from the highly ordered pyrolytic graphite and six 
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zones made from the TMDCs crystals, as seen in Table 3.1. The details of the laser and 

single-notch filter are in the next section. 

Table 3.1 Zones of interest for graphene and TMDCs. The images were captured with an 

objective 100x. The scales are shown for each image. 
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3.2. Raman microspectroscopy 

The setup is just an optical Raman setup coupled with and objective and a xy manual 

positioner which acts as a microscope. As mentioned above, the mirror M2 is moved to allow 

the laser to hit the sample. The laser (blue line) hits the mirror M1, then the SNF (which acts 

as a mirror). The reflected light from the SNF hits the mirror M2 and enters the objective 

(100x with 0.9 NA) to hit the sample. The diameter d of the laser spot can be estimated with 

the wavelength used and the objective Numeric Aperture (NA) from 𝑑 = 1.22𝜆/𝑁𝐴, where 

d is the diameter of the spot. The reflected light goes to the mirror M2, which allows 0.1% 

of light to be transmitted making possible to see the laser spot on the camera. 

 

Figure 3.3 Raman microscopy setup. M stand for mirror, SNF for single-notch filter, and 

OBJ for objective. 

For graphene, a laser of wavelength 473 nm (Model Excelsion One 473 from 

SPECTRA-PHYSICS) was used and for TMDCS a laser of wavelength 488 nm (Model OBIS 

488LS-20 from COHERENT). Two different single-notch filters, one for each laser, were 

used (model NF03-488E and NF03-473E from Semrock). The power of those lasers are 

controlled by PC1. Following the reflection from the sample to the mirror M2, the laser-

signal beam hits the SNF which decrease the transmitted laser intensity around six orders of 

magnitude within a 14 nm bandwidth around the laser line. The rest of the light that was 

shifted due to Raman scattering (pink line) is transmitted without significant loss (~5%). This 

light is collected in a Synapse Back-Illuminated Deep-Depletion 1024 × 256 Charge Coupled 
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Device (CCD) from HORIBA with help of a spectrometer (iHR550) with a monochromator 

with a grating of 1200 lines/mm controlled bythe software LabSpec6 (PC2). The CCD needs 

to operate at -70 °C, which can be controlled with PC2. The monochromator diffracts the 

light depending on the wavelength, thus, we can identify different scattered light. The 

spectral response of the detector in the visible region has around 90% of quantum efficiency. 

3.3. Data analysis  

Raman spectrum of a sample were acquired at a single point with spots around 0.64 

μm (laser 473 nm) and around 0.66 μm (laser 488 nm) where the scattering event occur. For 

this dissertation, we acquired data with an acquisition time of 10-20 seconds with 10-20 

repetitions to smooth the curve obtained. This make 100-400 seconds to obtain a single point. 

The typical Raman plot (Figure 3.4b), would have the energy shift from the excitation on 

horizontal axis, called Raman shift. The intensity of the plot, is only affected by the time of 

acquisition, therefore we can use arbitrary units (a. u.) for the vertical axis. 

 

Figure 3.4 (a) Optical image of MoS2 under a 100x objective, where the blue point indicates 

the focus of the laser spot. (b) Raman plot obtained from the point A. 
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To make a correction of the experimental data, a measurement of the substrate (Si) 

band is made and its calibrated to coincide with 520 cm-1. The intensity does not need 

correction (normalization), because the Raman peaks are narrow, and the corresponding 

spectral range is short. Small spikes appear in the spectrum due to cosmic rays, which can be 

eliminated from the data. 

Regarding the analysis of the spectra, phonon excitations can be approximated as a 

Lorentzian profile [40]. When a feature is composed of several phonon contributions, the 

shape is determined by a convolution of different Lorentzian curves. Additional broadening 

factors exists, like thermal broadening and by instrumental resolution, which we will describe 

with a Gaussian profile. When combining both Lorentzian and Gaussian, the resulting profile 

is known as Voigt profile. In the analysis, we used the Voigt profile for high intensity peak 

in TMDCs, and Lorentzian for the rest. In graphene, it is well stablished the use of Lorentzian 

for all bands [19]. 

To fit the profiles, we used OriginPro 9 (OriginLab Corporation). To adjust the 

curves, we first selected the maxima of the most prominent bands with its corresponding 

profile. After that, small bands contributions were analyzed adding bands one by one. For 

example, for Lorentzian profile, it is adjusted to the function: 

𝐼(𝜔) = 𝐼0 +
2𝐴

𝜋
(

𝜔𝑤

4(𝜔 − 𝜔𝑐)2 + 𝜔𝑤
2

) , (3.1) 

where 𝐼0 is the initial offset of intensity, 𝐴 the area of the fitted curve, 𝜔𝑐 the center of the 

curve, and 𝜔𝑤 its full width at half maximum. Constrictions and fixed parameters can be 

used to reduce the number of iterations used to calculate.  

The goodness of fit was tested with the fitting deviation (or residual) which plots the 

difference between the observed value and the predicted value. The coefficient of 

determination (R2) was also used. This is the proportion of the variance in the dependent 

variable that is predictable from the independent variable. A 𝑅2 = 0.5 implies that 50% of 

the variability between the two variables has been accounted for, and the remaining 50% of 

the variability is still unaccounted for. 
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4. Experimental results 

In this chapter, it is presented the Raman spectrum of graphene (473 nm excitation) and 

TMDCs (488 nm excitation). The five following sections reviews the results of few-layers 

graphene, few-layers MoS2, few-layers WS2, few-layers MoSe2, and few-layers WSe2. A 

deconvolution of each spectrum is made, and its parameters are listed in Appendix A and B. 

4.1. Few-layers graphene 

For the system of few-layers graphene, the Raman spectrum is displayed in Figure 4.1. The 

measured points, called T1, T2, T3, and T4 are distinguish. The most prominent Raman 

features are the E2g band around 1580 cm-1 and the 2TO(K) band around 2700 cm-1. Small 

bands are also appreciable as the TO(K)+LA(K) band around 2450 cm-1 and the 2LO(Γ) band 

around 3250 cm-1. An analysis of the spectra is used to determine the number of layers and 

its stacking configuration. 

 

Figure 4.1 Raman spectrum of few-layers graphene of the points T1, T2, T3 and T4.  

A relation between intensities of the bands E2g and 2TO(K) can be used to have a first 

evidence of the number of layers. It was reported in [41] that the ratio I(E2g)/I(2TO(K)) was 

roughly 0.2 and 0.8 for monolayer and bilayer graphene on Si/SiO2 substrates. However, the 

lineshape of the 2TO(K) band gives a better way of determining not just the number of layers, 

but also, its stacking configuration. Figure 4.2 shows the deconvolution of the E2g and 

2TO(K) bands. 
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Figure 4.2 Fitted curves (red) with the data (black points) along with the residual (green) 

and its cumulative fitting curve (magenta) for the E2g and 2TO(K) bands at points: (a, b) 

T1, (c, d) T2, (e, f) T3, and (g, h) T4, in few-layers graphene. Coefficient of determination 

(R2) is shown for each case. 
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 The deconvolution of the E2g band (Figure 4.2a) shows small peaks in the right side 

and left side of this band. The higher frequency peak is due the LO(Γ) band associated to 

disorder effects (explained below). The lower frequency peak appears in all measurements 

and we assume that is related to external factors, because its position and width, remained 

the same for all samples (see Appendix A). The E2g band appears at 1576 cm-1, which differs 

6 cm-1 from that reported in [19]. This down-shift could be due to an increase in the 

temperature sample because the high laser power or the sample could be suspended [42]. 

In early studies of graphene, a symmetric 2TO(K) band on Si/SiO2 substrates was 

identified as a signature of a single layer [19]. However, later studies showed that the intrinsic 

lineshape is asymmetric in suspended single layer graphene samples [43, 44]. In our results, 

the fitting in Figure 4.2b shows that the 2TO(K) band is asymmetric. Combining this 

evidence with the observed down-shift of the E2g band, allows us to conclude that point T1 

corresponds to a single layer graphene (1-LG) suspended by means of a thicker zone. The 

intensity ratio I(E2g)/I(2TO(K)) = 0.2 also corroborates that T1 is 1-LG. 

Figure 4.2c and Figure 4.2d show the E2g band and 2TO(K) band for point T2, 

respectively. Its intensity ratio I(E2g)/I(2TO(K)) = 0.8 gives a first evidence that corresponds 

to a bilayer graphene. The deconvolution of the 2TO(K) band requires four Lorentzian as 

was reported for a bilayer graphene [45]. Note that this band is dispersive (see section 2.2.4), 

meaning that comparation of results must be done with caution. The E2g band in this case is 

also down-shifted by 5 cm-1, perhaps by temperature changes or a nonintentional doping [42]. 

 Figure 4.2f and 4.2h shows that it is required six Lorentzian to adjust the 2TO(K) 

band for the points T3 and T4, respectively. This confirms that those points correspond to 

trilayer graphene, as reported in [19]. However, the line shape for T3 and T4 are different. 

Comparing our results with that reported in [24], reproduced in Figure 2.9 above, and 

considering our excitation at around 2.62 eV (473 nm), we concluded that T3 corresponds to 

a trilayer graphene in the ABA stacking configuration, and T4 to a trilayer graphene in the 

ABC stacking configuration. 
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As mention above, the LO(Γ) band that appears in the lower frequency side of the E2g 

band is related to disorder, specifically the edge of the exfoliated sample [23]. This can be 

confirmed in Figure 4.3, that shows the TO(K) band for the point T1. This band was not 

observed for the points T2, T3, and T4. 

 

Figure 4.3 Fitted curves (red) with the data (black points) along with the residual (green) 

and its cumulative fitting curve o (magenta) for the TO(K) band at point T1. 

Regarding the rest of the second-order band are presented in Figure 4.4. The 

TO(K)+LA(K) band was reported to be fitted with two Lorentzian curves for a single layer 

graphene [46]. We could not fit this band with two curves for the points T2, T3 and T4. We 

attempt to add more Lorentzian curves until the coefficient of determination (R2) was close 

to 0.99, making four curves for bilayer (T2) and five curves for trilayer (T3 and T4).  

A proper analysis of the 2LO(Γ) band has not been reported either, mentioned in [47], 

but not analyzed. Our results show that a single Lorentzian curve is enough to fit this band 

(Figure 4.4b, 4.4d, 4.4f, and 4.4h). The single band is explained since it originates from 

phonons around Γ, making a single contribution (q = 0). Our results also show that this band 

is down-shifted by increasing the number of layers and shows similar width in all cases. 
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Figure 4.4 Fitted curves (red) with the data (black points) along with the residual (green) 

and its cumulative fitting curve o (magenta) for the TO(K)+LA(K) and 2LO(Γ) bands at 

points: (a, b) T1, (c, d) T2, (e, f) T3, and (g, h) T4, in few-layers graphene. Coefficient of 

determination (R2) is shown for each case. 
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4.2. Few-layers molybdenum disulfide (MoS2) 

Figure 4.5 shows the Raman spectra of different samples of molybdenum disulfide (MoS2). 

We observe only main contribution of the first-order peaks around 370-420 cm-1. This is 

expected, since not all excitation energies are resonant, like graphene. To be resonant, the 

excitation needs to be close to the bandgap of the material (see Figures 2.14 and 2.18). In this 

region the E′ band related to the in-plane motion of the atoms (lower frequency side), and the 

A1
′  band related to the out-of-plane motion of the atoms (higher frequency side), can be 

distinguish. 

 

Figure 4.5 Raman spectrum of few-layers MoS2 of the points T1, T2, and T3.  

 The deconvolution of the Raman spectra of MoS2 samples are shown in Figure 4.6. 

Starting with the first-order bands, comparing our results with [48] (which differs less than 1 

cm-1) gives the first evidence that T1, T2, and T3 are single layer, bilayer, and trilayer, 

respectively. The data from the adjust shows that the E′ band redshift while increasing the 

number of layers, and the A1
′  band blueshift. 
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Figure 4.6 Fitted curves (red) with the data (black points) along with the residual (green) 

and its cumulative fitting curve o (magenta) for the points: (a) T1, (b) T2, and (c) T3, for 

few-layers MoS2. 

Small bands are seen around 450 cm-1 and in form of shoulders of the first-order 

bands. Following [34] for the case of single layer, we adjust this band with four Lorentzian 

for the band appearing in the region 420-280 cm-1 (2LA(K/M) band). The lower frequency 

band that appears next to the E′ band was reported in [49] as the LO2(M) band.  

The band at the right side of the A1
′  band was also reported in [49] as the contribution 

of the ZO2(M) phonon mode. Note that this band cannot be distinguish from the A1
′  band for 

the case of trilayer. The bands appearing in 420-280 cm-1 for bilayer and trilayer has not been 

studied in detail. However, we present a proposal for its fitting. 
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4.3. Few-layers tungsten disulfide (WS2) 

The Raman spectra of samples of tungsten disulfide (WS2) are shown in Figure 4.7 for 

different points. Since the bandgap lies around 2 eV (see Figures 2.14 and 2.18), the Raman 

scattering will be non-resonant. This make the contributions of the first-order bands the most 

prominent. The E′ band is seen around 350 cm-1, and the A1
′  band around 420 cm-1. A small 

shoulder in the lower frequency side of the E′ band is appreciable. 

 

Figure 4.7 Raman spectrum of few-layers WS2 of the points T1, T2, and T3.  

 The Raman spectra of WS2 is analyzed in Figure 4.8. The same trend of redshift of 

the E′ band, and blueshift of the A1
′  is observed. Comparing our results with [50], we find the 

evidence that T1, T2 and T3, correspond to single layer, bilayer, and trilayer, respectively. 

The intensity ratio of the first-order bands is also reported in the same work, which resembles 

our data. 
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Figure 4.8 Fitted curves (red) with the data (black points) along with the residual (green) 

and its cumulative curve of the adjust (magenta) for the points: (a) T1, (b) T2, and (c) T3, 

for few-layers WS2. 

Analyzing the small contributions in the right side of the spectra, they fit to two 

Lorentzian curves. Those phonon contributions were attributed to the TO1(M) and TO2(M) 

phonons for the bands around 310 cm-1 and 350 cm-1, respectively [49]. The small frequency 

difference of our data comes from the fact that our excitation source is different. Those bands 

are, perhaps, dependent on the laser energy. A detailed study of those bands is still lacking. 
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4.4. Few-layers molybdenum diselenide (MoSe2) 

Figure 4.9 shows the spectra for the Raman scattering for the molybdenum diselenide 

(MoSe2). These spectra are non-resonant because the bandgap of MoSe2 is around 1.6 eV 

(see Figure 2.14). A single main contribution is seen around 250 cm-1. This sharp band 

correspond to the A1
′  band. Although, its contribution is weak, the band around 280 cm-1 

correspond to the E′ band. Additional small bands are seen in the range of 300-450 cm-1. 

Resonant studies of MoSe2 are lacking, but the most recent work can be found in [51]. 

 

Figure 4.9 Raman spectrum of few-layers MoSe2 of the points T1, T2, and T3. 

 The deconvolution of all contributions of the spectra shows a richer spectrum 

compared to the rest of the TMDCs. Starting with the first-order bands, we see that the E′ 

band redshift, and the A1
′  band blueshift, with increasing the thickness of the material (see 

contrast in Figure 4.7). A first evidence that T1 correspond to single layer, is that the data 

presented in [51] matches ours. For the points T2 and T3, we make use of the contrast of the 
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sample and the separation, which now decrease, because the E′ band is in the higher 

frequency side, and the A1
′  band in the low frequency side. We can safely assume, with help 

of the image of the sample, that T2 and T3 are bilayer and trilayer. 

 

Figure 4.10 Fitted curves (red) with the data (black points) along with the residual (green) 

and its cumulative curve of the adjust (magenta) for the points: (a) T1, (b) T2, and (c) T3, 

for few-layers MoSe2. 

A summary of the phonon assignment for the bands in the range of 300-450 cm-1 is 

found in [51]. We note that these bands stay in the same frequency and lineshape for all 

thickness. We can, nonetheless, see that the band around 350 cm-1 becomes less intense for 

the case of the point T1, making this band an additional feature to distinguish a single layer.  
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4.5. Few-layers tungsten diselenide (WSe2) 

For tungsten diselenide, the Raman spectra are shown in Figure 4.11. In ab initio calculations 

reported in [52], it was shown that the first-order bands are degenerate. This means that we 

should not distinguish the E′ band and the A1
′  band. This single, degenerate band appears 

around 250 cm-1. Smaller contributions around this band are also observed. Additional weak 

bands are seen in the range of 300-450 cm-1. Again, these spectra are non-resonant, because 

the bandgap for WSe2 is around 1.6 eV (see Figure 2.14). 

 

Figure 4.11 Raman spectrum of few-layers WSe2 of the points T1, T2, and T3. 

 The deconvolution of the bands, as shown in Figure 4.12, shows that we can 

distinguish the E′ band and the A1
′  band. This result could be explained by unintentional 

strains in the sample [53]. Due to this degeneracy, it is complicated to observe the separation 

of the first-order bands. However, comparing our results with [49], demonstrates that T1 is a 

single layer. Determining the thickness of T2 and T3 is difficult, and it requires additional 
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characterization tools, like photoluminescence (PL) or atomic force microscopy (AFM). 

However, if we see the contrast in Figure 4.11, it is relatively safe to assume that at least, T2 

is bilayer. 

 

Figure 4.12 Fitted curves (red) with the data (black points) along with the residual (green) 

and its cumulative curve of the adjust (magenta) for the points: (a) T1, (b) T2, and (c) T3, 

for few-layers WSe2. 

 The bands around 350-400 cm-1 were assigned in [49] as the 3TA(M) 

LO2(M)+LA(M), and 3LA(M) band, from lower to higher frequency, respectively. These 

bands demonstrate that in WSe2, third-order bands appear. The small band that appear for T3 

around 310 cm-1 has been not reported yet.  
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5. Discussion and conclusion 

In this last chapter, we will review the discussion of the results obtained in chapter 4 and 

compare them with results reported in recent works. Even though the assignation, position 

(frequency), and width differs among most works on the subject, it is worth making a 

comparation of these results with the ones obtained in this study to highlight insights from 

selected authors about the phonon assignments of higher-order scattering photons. 

5.1. Discussion of few-layers graphene 

The measurement shows that the only band seen was the E2g band. From equation (2.13), we 

see that for bilayer graphene this band is called Eg instead. For trilayer, it is a combination of 

the modes E′ and E′′. However, as mention in section 2.2.4, we used the representation from 

the building block (single layer) to save notation. The modes A1g (from bilayer) and A1
′  (from 

trilayer) were not detected due to our limited rejection of the Rayleigh scattering, because 

they appear around ~90 cm-1 [54]. 

In graphene, the most effective way to determine the number of layers is the 

deconvolution of the 2TO(K) band. In early studies the intensity ratio of the E2g and the 

2TO(K) band was used. However, this is not as effective, because this ratio may vary if 

unintentional doping or strain is made on the sample [42].  Furthermore, as mention in [55], 

in turbostratic graphite, which the stacking of the graphene layers is rotationally random with 

respect one another, gives a Raman spectrum that look much like that for single layer 

graphene. Making the intensity ratio, not as trustworthy. 

It is imperative to say, that the identification of the number of layers by Raman 

spectroscopy is well stablished only for graphene samples that have the AB stacking for the 

case of bilayer, and ABA and ABC stacking for trilayer. Graphene samples made by 

exfoliation of highly oriented pyrolytic graphite lead to graphene layers that have 

predominantly the AB, ABA, and ABC stacking configuration [24]. 
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 As mention in last chapter, the redshift of the E2g band was explained by assuming 

that the sample were suspended, or by an increase in temperature due to the high laser power 

[56]. A shift in all spectra could explain this, but it was discarded because the position of the 

TO(K) and 2TO(K) band were in the same frequency (with difference less than 1 cm-1) that 

the reported in [22-24], considering the dispersion of each band. Also, the position of the 

band from the substrate was verified. 

The TO(K)+LA(K) band were reported in [24, 45]. A detailed deconvolution was 

only made for single layer, leaving the bilayer and trilayer yet to be stablished. We used four 

curves for the bilayer, and six curves for the trilayer. Another band that need further study is 

the 2LO(Γ) band. This band is reported in most studies of Raman spectrum of graphene, but 

its analyzing is poor or null. 

5.2. Discussion of few-layers TMDCs 

In TMDCs, it was shown that the separation of the first-order bands (E′ and A1
′ ) were used to 

unambiguously distinguish the number of layers of MoS2, WS2 and MoSe2. In WSe2, due the 

degeneracy of these bands, it almost impossible to use the same method. In general, the 

number of layers of the semiconducting family of TMDCs has been well stablished with 

photoluminescence (PL) measurements [57]. This is since the bandgap becomes direct in the 

case of single layer. 

Nevertheless, using Raman spectroscopy to try to determine the number of layers can 

answer fundamental questions about the material, like the interlayer interaction. This 

interlayer interaction appears to affect the in-plane and out-of-plane motion of the atoms. 

Stacking layers reduce the frequency of the E′ band and increase the frequency of the A1
′  

band.  The origins of the shift have been identified as the influence of the neighboring layer 

on the effective restoring force on the atoms and the increase of dielectric screening of the 

long-range Coulomb interaction [58]. 

The small bands on TMDCs originated from 2-phonon and 3-phonon processes that 

appeared at low intensity compared to the first-order bands (1-phono) because our laser line 
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did not match, or was close, to the band gap of each material. To make a detailed analysis of 

these bands, different laser lines are required. The deconvolution proposal on this work, was 

done by comparing results of resonance studies [34, 49, 51]. It was also assumed that the 

bands had certain dispersion, justifying slight differences of band position due to the 

difference in excitation energy (laser line). 

5.3. Conclusion and perspectives of 2D materials  

Raman spectroscopy technique can provide characteristic spectral information of the sample 

under study. In two-dimensional materials, the first-order bands generated from 1-phonon 

processes correspond to motions of the atoms in-plane and out-of-plane. Note that in single 

layer graphene, there is no out-of-plane Raman active mode, like in 2D TMDCs. However, 

when stacking graphene layers, modes related to the motion of the atoms perpendicular to 

the plane appear, which are labeled with A1g for bilayer and A1
′  for trilayer. Despite this, these 

modes were not observed, as mention above. 

 The 2TO(K) band, which is from a 2-phonon process had an intensity comparable to 

the first-order band in graphene, which was explained in terms of the resonance condition 

This condition is satisfied in graphene for al laser lines in the visible spectrum. On the other 

hand, since not all excitation energies are resonant for 2D TMDCs, the second-order bands 

(or third-order), had a low intensity comparable to the first-order bands. Those features, 

which are fingerprints of the sample, are used to measure external effects on the sample.  

  Nonetheless, the spatial resolution of this technique is limited to the laser spot that 

generates the objective with the laser. A way of improving the spatial resolution is by Tip-

enhanced Raman spectroscopy (TERS) [59], which reduce the spatial resolution in the orders 

of nanometers. This enchantment in the resolution makes the survey of external effects on 

the sample much more detailed. 

Another limitation of the technique is the low intensity signal. This make the time 

acquisition of the Raman spectrum to take considerable amount of time. A technique called 

Coherent Anti-Stokes Raman spectroscopy (CARS) [60], addresses the vibration with 
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multiple photons, and produces a coherent signal. As a result, CARS is orders of magnitude 

stronger than Raman emissions. The perspective of implementing these new techniques to 

improve the Raman study of 2D materials, has the potential of revealing new features and 

new fundamental physics on these layered structures. 
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A. Fitted parameters used for graphene 

 In this appendix, the parameters used to fit the curves of section 4.1, corresponding 

to few-layers graphene, are displayed below. The assignation of the bands is according to 

[19], [21-24], [44-47], and [55]. The parameters are frequency (ω), full width at half 

maximum (FWHM), and intensity (I). 

Table A.1 Parameters used for the fitting of T1 graphene in the range of 1300-1700 cm-1. 

Band Parameter Value 

TO(K) 

ω (cm-1) 1344.37 

FWHM (cm-1) 11.82 

I 585.87 

ω (cm-1) 1353.64 

FWHM (cm-1) 18.48 

I 383.15 

External factors 

ω (cm-1) 1549.13 

FWHM (cm-1) 4.61 

I 477.71 

E2g(Γ) 

ω (cm-1) 1576.31 

FWHM (cm-1) 13.51 

I 2348.18 

LO(Γ) 

ω (cm-1) 1619.08 

FWHM (cm-1) 10.37 

I 158.74 

 

Table A.2 Parameters used for the fitting of T2 graphene in the range of 1300-1700 cm-1. 

Band Parameter Value 

External factors 

ω (cm-1) 1549.13 

FWHM (cm-1) 4.60 

I 409.65 

E2g(Γ) 

ω (cm-1) 1574.36 

FWHM (cm-1) 13.15 

I 15080.80 

LO(Γ) 

ω (cm-1) 1616.62 

FWHM (cm-1) 7.10 

I 91.15 
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Table A.3 Parameters used for the fitting of T3 graphene in the range of 1300-1700 cm-1. 

Band Parameter Value 

External factors 

ω (cm-1) 1549.13 

FWHM (cm-1) 4.60 

I 344.31 

E2g(Γ) 

ω (cm-1) 1573.90 

FWHM (cm-1) 12.63 

I 12788.73 

 

Table A.4 Parameters used for the fitting of T4 graphene in the range of 1300-1700 cm-1. 

Band Parameter Value 

External factors 

ω (cm-1) 1549.13 

FWHM (cm-1) 4.60 

I 374.27 

E2g(Γ) 

ω (cm-1) 1574.94 

FWHM (cm-1) 13.80 

I 20047.45 

 

Table A.5 Parameters used for the fitting of T1 graphene in the range of 2300-3300 cm-1. 

Band Parameter Value 

TO(K)+LA(K) 

ω (cm-1) 2443.64 

FWHM (cm-1) 19.80 

I 464.13 

ω (cm-1) 2466.23 

FWHM (cm-1) 31.86 

I 149.76 

2TO(K) 

ω (cm-1) 2698.84 

FWHM (cm-1) 22.99 

I 11341.03 

2LO(Γ) 

ω (cm-1) 3248.19 

FWHM (cm-1) 11.35 

I 967.61 
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Table A.6 Parameters used for the fitting of T2 graphene in the range of 2300-3300 cm-1. 

Band Parameter Value 

TO(K)+LA(K) 

ω (cm-1) 2427.81 

FWHM (cm-1) 9.60 

I 398.40 

ω (cm-1) 2435.51 

FWHM (cm-1) 12.31 

I 381.18 

ω (cm-1) 2447.13 

FWHM (cm-1) 20.04 

I 694.29 

ω (cm-1) 2466.32 

FWHM (cm-1) 40.96 

I 277.02 

2TO(K) 

ω (cm-1) 2673.47 

FWHM (cm-1) 24.00 

I 1949.21 

ω (cm-1) 2699.97 

FWHM (cm-1) 24.00 

I 10836.10 

ω (cm-1) 2719.49 

FWHM (cm-1) 24.00 

I 10408.66 

ω (cm-1) 2731.18 

FWHM (cm-1) 24.00 

I 9203.66 

2LO(Γ) 

ω (cm-1) 3246.80 

FWHM (cm-1) 11.94 

I 3027.65 
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Table A.7 Parameters used for the fitting of T3 graphene in the range of 2300-3300 cm-1. 

Band Parameter Value 

TO(K)+LA(K) 

ω (cm-1) 2422.29 

FWHM (cm-1) 6.20 

I 193.69 

ω (cm-1) 2428.64 

FWHM (cm-1) 9.11 

I 331.58 

ω (cm-1) 2436.64 

FWHM (cm-1) 13.23 

I 352.70 

ω (cm-1) 2448.15 

FWHM (cm-1) 21.04 

I 453.35 

ω (cm-1) 2468.69 

FWHM (cm-1) 40.59 

I 187.11 

2TO(K) 

ω (cm-1) 2670.22 

FWHM (cm-1) 24.00 

I 790.38 

ω (cm-1) 2687.22 

FWHM (cm-1) 24.00 

I 1373.77 

ω (cm-1) 2700.85 

FWHM (cm-1) 24.00 

I 6649.41 

ω (cm-1) 2717.41 

FWHM (cm-1) 24.00 

I 5563.87 

ω (cm-1) 2730.30 

FWHM (cm-1) 24.00 

I 6586.50 

ω (cm-1) 2742.06 

FWHM (cm-1) 24.00 

I 2700.85 

2LO(Γ) 

ω (cm-1) 3245.67 

FWHM (cm-1) 8.91 

I 2428.26 
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Table A.8 Parameters used for the fitting of T4 graphene in the range of 2300-3300 cm-1. 

Band Parameter Value 

TO(K)+LA(K) 

ω (cm-1) 2423.88 

FWHM (cm-1) 8.77 

I 375.50 

ω (cm-1) 2430.96 

FWHM (cm-1) 10.26 

I 464.59 

ω (cm-1) 2439.45 

FWHM (cm-1) 13.90 

I 551.82 

ω (cm-1) 2450.55 

FWHM (cm-1) 21.44 

I 625.79 

ω (cm-1) 2470.13 

FWHM (cm-1) 43.98 

I 308.87 

2TO(K) 

ω (cm-1) 2672.50 

FWHM (cm-1) 24.00 

I 843.19 

ω (cm-1) 2688.17 

FWHM (cm-1) 24.00 

I 2400.88 

ω (cm-1) 2703.34 

FWHM (cm-1) 24.00 

I 10238.77 

ω (cm-1) 2716.49 

FWHM (cm-1) 24.00 

I 6465.28 

ω (cm-1) 2730.85 

FWHM (cm-1) 24.00 

I 9925.94 

ω (cm-1) 2743.57 

FWHM (cm-1) 24.00 

I 5996.76 

2LO(Γ) 

ω (cm-1) 3246.90 

FWHM (cm-1) 11.16 

I 3473.61 
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B. Fitted parameters used for 2D TMDCs 

 In this appendix, the parameters used to fit the curves section 4.2, 4.3, 4.4, and 4.5 

corresponding to few-layers MoS2, few-layers WS2, few-layers MoSe2, and few-layers 

WSe2 respectively, are displayed below. The assignation of the bands is according to [49] 

and [51]. The parameters are frequency (ω), full width at half maximum (FWHM), and 

intensity (I). 

Table B.1 Parameters used for the fitting of T1 MoS2. 

Band Parameter Value 

E’(Γ) 

ω (cm-1) 383.56 

FWHM (cm-1) 4.59 

I 3497.79 

𝐴’1(Γ) 

ω (cm-1) 402.19 

FWHM (cm-1) 6.72 

I 5367.61 

LO2(M) 

ω (cm-1) 374.92 

FWHM (cm-1) 17.79 

I 282.11 

ZO2(M) 

ω (cm-1) 406.42 

FWHM (cm-1) 6.75 

I 1176.60 

2LA(K/M) 

ω (cm-1) 421.74 

FWHM (cm-1) 16.10 

I 128.28 

ω (cm-1) 436.86 

FWHM (cm-1) 25.16 

I 286.65 

ω (cm-1) 448.78 

FWHM (cm-1) 18.53 

I 435.92 

ω (cm-1) 462.12 

FWHM (cm-1) 13.27 

I 83.61 
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Table B.2 Parameters used for the fitting of T2 MoS2. 

Band Parameter Value 

E’(Γ) 

ω (cm-1) 382.96 

FWHM (cm-1) 5.98 

I 2912.84 

𝐴’1(Γ) 

ω (cm-1) 403.02 

FWHM (cm-1) 7.92 

I 3618.79 

LO2(M) 

ω (cm-1) 374.01 

FWHM (cm-1) 11.21 

I 275.00 

ZO2(M) 

ω (cm-1) 405.53 

FWHM (cm-1) 7.50 

I 1286.06 

2LA(K/M) 

ω (cm-1) 429.35 

FWHM (cm-1) 34.75 

I 140.08 

ω (cm-1) 449.11 

FWHM (cm-1) 23.44 

I 419.42 

 

Table B.3 Parameters used for the fitting of T3 MoS2. 

Band Parameter Value 

E’(Γ) 

ω (cm-1) 381.95 

FWHM (cm-1) 5.80 

I 6546.22 

𝐴’1(Γ) 

ω (cm-1) 406.04 

FWHM (cm-1) 7.17 

I 11029.19 

LO2(M) 

ω (cm-1) 375.23 

FWHM (cm-1) 12.43 

I 332.51 

2LA(K/M) 

ω (cm-1) 429.67 

FWHM (cm-1) 25.93 

I 305.11 

ω (cm-1) 450.06 

FWHM (cm-1) 18.94 

I 748.31 

ω (cm-1) 463.62 

FWHM (cm-1) 10.12 

I 233.48 
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Table B.4 Parameters used for the fitting of T1 WS2. 

Band Parameter Value 

E’(Γ) 

ω (cm-1) 355.41 

FWHM (cm-1) 6.06 

I 1845.79 

𝐴’1(Γ) 

ω (cm-1) 417.21 

FWHM (cm-1) 8.69 

I 2528.84 

TO1(M) 

ω (cm-1) 313.07 

FWHM (cm-1) 48.17 

I 268.14 

TO2(M) 

ω (cm-1) 346.68 

FWHM (cm-1) 14.86 

I 584.21 

 

Table B.5 Parameters used for the fitting of T2 WS2. 

Band Parameter Value 

E’(Γ) 

ω (cm-1) 355.40 

FWHM (cm-1) 6.13 

I 3661.65 

𝐴’1(Γ) 

ω (cm-1) 417.71 

FWHM (cm-1) 7.04 

I 6285.73 

TO1(M) 

ω (cm-1) 316.39 

FWHM (cm-1) 33.60 

I 258.59 

TO2(M) 

ω (cm-1) 347.79 

FWHM (cm-1) 12.97 

I 1071.02 
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Table B.6 Parameters used for the fitting of T3 WS2. 

Band Parameter Value 

E’(Γ) 

ω (cm-1) 354.92 

FWHM (cm-1) 5.76 

I 5607.29 

𝐴’1(Γ) 

ω (cm-1) 419.01 

FWHM (cm-1) 5.90 

I 10519.76 

TO1(M) 

ω (cm-1) 320.62 

FWHM (cm-1) 33.81 

I 260.40 

TO2(M) 

ω (cm-1) 348.00 

FWHM (cm-1) 11.34 

I 1220.54 
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Table B.7 Parameters used for the fitting of T1 MoSe2. 

Band Parameter Value 

𝐴’1(Γ) 

ω (cm-1) 238.99 

FWHM (cm-1) 5.86 

I 15429.73 

E’(Γ) 

ω (cm-1) 285.88 

FWHM (cm-1) 6.36 

I 776.26 

Not assigned yet 

ω (cm-1) 248.30 

FWHM (cm-1) 6.79 

I 1050.85 

2LA(K/M) 

ω (cm-1) 304.43 

FWHM (cm-1) 17.44 

I 474.36 

ω (cm-1) 315.63 

FWHM (cm-1) 7.91 

I 284.33 

𝐴’’2(Γ) 

ω (cm-1) 352.79 

FWHM (cm-1) 9.02 

I 109.54 

𝐴’1(M)+LA(M) 

ω (cm-1) 362.87 

FWHM (cm-1) 13.45 

I 243.35 

TA(M)+2LA(M) 

ω (cm-1) 410.83 

FWHM (cm-1) 11.41 

I 221.45 

E’(M)+LA(M) 

ω (cm-1) 432.37 

FWHM (cm-1) 17.60 

I 665.59 

3LA(M) 

ω (cm-1) 452.98 

FWHM (cm-1) 13.03 

I 510.94 
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Table B.8 Parameters used for the fitting of T2 MoSe2. 

Band Parameter Value 

𝐴’1(Γ) 

ω (cm-1) 238.69 

FWHM (cm-1) 7.02 

I 2084.42 

E’(Γ) 

ω (cm-1) 284.26 

FWHM (cm-1) 8.53 

I 188.41 

Not assigned yet 

ω (cm-1) 249.49 

FWHM (cm-1) 9.12 

I 164.59 

2LA(K/M) 

ω (cm-1) 303.12 

FWHM (cm-1) 14.36 

I 151.71 

ω (cm-1) 314.29 

FWHM (cm-1) 6.47 

I 81.93 

𝐴’’2(Γ) 

ω (cm-1) 351.64 

FWHM (cm-1) 6.20 

I 537.44 

𝐴’1(M)+LA(M) 

ω (cm-1) 366.20 

FWHM (cm-1) 16.18 

I 67.09 

TA(M)+2LA(M) 

ω (cm-1) 409.97 

FWHM (cm-1) 14.28 

I 97.16 

E’(M)+LA(M) 

ω (cm-1) 432.41 

FWHM (cm-1) 20.89 

I 249.55 

3LA(M) 

ω (cm-1) 450.49 

FWHM (cm-1) 11.69 

I 162.35 
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Table B.9 Parameters used for the fitting of T3 MoSe2. 

Band Parameter Value 

𝐴’1(Γ) 

ω (cm-1) 239.35 

FWHM (cm-1) 6.93 

I 1361.90 

E’(Γ) 

ω (cm-1) 283.46 

FWHM (cm-1) 8.90 

I 122.51 

Not assigned yet 

ω (cm-1) 249.25 

FWHM (cm-1) 3.35 

I 124.06 

ω (cm-1) 256.95 

FWHM (cm-1) 7.58 

I 48.82 

2LA(K/M) 

ω (cm-1) 302.69 

FWHM (cm-1) 14.60 

I 101.88 

ω (cm-1) 312.77 

FWHM (cm-1) 8.90 

I 64.76 

𝐴’’2(Γ) 

ω (cm-1) 351.66 

FWHM (cm-1) 6.22 

I 266.12 

𝐴’1(M)+LA(M) 

ω (cm-1) 365.95 

FWHM (cm-1) 17.19 

I 57.49 

TA(M)+2LA(M) 

ω (cm-1) 409.88 

FWHM (cm-1) 10.80 

I 73.24 

E’(M)+LA(M) 

ω (cm-1) 432.43 

FWHM (cm-1) 19.20 

I 158.70 

3LA(M) 

ω (cm-1) 450.42 

FWHM (cm-1) 10.50 

I 104.66 
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Table B.10 Parameters used for the fitting of T1 WSe2. 

Band Parameter Value 

E’(Γ) 

ω (cm-1) 247.44 

FWHM (cm-1) 5.56 

I 2647.78 

𝐴’1(Γ) 

ω (cm-1) 249.90 

FWHM (cm-1) 4.43 

I 3188.62 

LA(M)+TA(M) 

ω (cm-1) 239.14 

FWHM (cm-1) 13.17 

I 519.72 

𝐴’’2(M) 

ω (cm-1) 259.52 

FWHM (cm-1) 9.99 

I 1155.02 

2LA(M) 

ω (cm-1) 358.50 

FWHM (cm-1) 16.00 

I 281.49 

LO2(M)+LA(M) 

ω (cm-1) 374.74 

FWHM (cm-1) 9.48 

I 368.28 

3LA(M) 

ω (cm-1) 395.25 

FWHM (cm-1) 11.69 

I 350.02 
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Table B.11 Parameters used for the fitting of T2 WSe2. 

Band Parameter Value 

E’(Γ) 

ω (cm-1) 246.23 

FWHM (cm-1) 4.74 

I 2110.97 

𝐴’1(Γ) 

ω (cm-1) 249.13 

FWHM (cm-1) 4.40 

I 2108.75 

LA(M)+TA(M) 

ω (cm-1) 238.29 

FWHM (cm-1) 11.11 

I 366.04 

𝐴’’2(M) 

ω (cm-1) 258.62 

FWHM (cm-1) 10.98 

I 990.14 

2LA(M) 

ω (cm-1) 358.50 

FWHM (cm-1) 24.57 

I 114.98 

LO2(M)+LA(M) 

ω (cm-1) 374.22 

FWHM (cm-1) 7.07 

I 226.72 

3LA(M) 

ω (cm-1) 395.33 

FWHM (cm-1) 8.77 

I 241.39 
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Table B.12 Parameters used for the fitting of T3 WSe2. 

Band Parameter Value 

E’(Γ) / 𝐴’1(Γ) 

ω (cm-1) 248.42 

FWHM (cm-1) 6.53 

I 1156.87 

LA(M)+TA(M) 

ω (cm-1) 234.67 

FWHM (cm-1) 8.25 

I 109.81 

ω (cm-1) 240.31 

FWHM (cm-1) 4.51 

I 107.24 

𝐴’’2(M) 

ω (cm-1) 257.96 

FWHM (cm-1) 10.88 

I 243.53 

Not assigned yet 

ω (cm-1) 307.45 

FWHM (cm-1) 5.99 

I 98.40 

2LA(M) 

ω (cm-1) 359.09 

FWHM (cm-1) 31.37 

I 70.72 

LO2(M)+LA(M) 

ω (cm-1) 372.47 

FWHM (cm-1) 8.50 

I 84.35 

3LA(M) 

ω (cm-1) 393.47 

FWHM (cm-1) 9.96 

I 82.80 

 


